
Every week is a busy one at St Martin’s Garden Primary School, so we thought we’d take 

the opportunity to share with you some of the exciting things which have been going on  

inside and outside of the classroom this week.   

Plum Class (Reception) We are amazed by how quickly our caterpillars have grown! They 

have been busily spinning silk for their cocoons and we watch every day to see how they have 

changed! In English we read the story of ‘Superworm’ by Julia Donaldson and used our               

imaginations to design different ways that Superworm could help people…..could he shape         

himself into a life ring? a see-saw? a bridge? a walking stick? In maths we have been looking at how 2D 

shapes can change into other shapes by moving, adding and rotating pieces. We started with a square 

and ended up with triangles and a parallelogram. We have been using magnetic shapes and multilink to 

design tangrams and repeating colour patterns. We have created our own 3D caterpillar using eggboxes, 

pipecleaners and googly eyes. We finished our moving vehicles by attaching axles and wheels, testing 

them, making adaptations and then evaluating them.  

Lemon Class (Year 1)  
This week in Lemon Tree we have been counting 
to 100 by using dienes and tens frames to          
represent numbers. We have been using the 
Beebots to follow directions too. In English, we 
have been comparing and contrasting two        
different stories about giants, discussing the      
similarities and differences. Also, we wrote our 
own book reviews and gave them a star rating!     
In Art, we created some collage pictures of birds 
using tissue paper, we did this in the style of artist 
Megan Coyle. We have been working really hard 
this week on our phonics, using our sound buttons 
and bars and fantastic blending!  In science, we 

learnt about dangerous, extreme  
weather from around the World              
including blizzards, floods, hurricanes, 
tornadoes, monsoons and droughts.  

Oak Class (Year 2 & 3)  

Oak Class have had a very busy week. 

We have been testing our Brush Monsters and 

checking they work and evaluating them.  We are    

making a bed for them for when they go home. 

In English we are writing a factual piece about why we 

think the Wright Brothers made the most important     

contribution to the history of flight.  We took a vote to 

decide which aviators were the most influential. 

In Maths we continued to learn about unit fractions and  

recognising halves, quarters and thirds. 

In Science we experimented with how wings work using 

paper, strings, straws and a hairdryer.  It was a lot of fun 

and we learnt about lift! 

During Learning Enquiry we  learnt about the Moon   

landing and space travel and thought where flying will 

take us next!! 

Bronze Class 
This week we have continued to 

learn about minibeasts and have been 

learning about the habitats they live in.  

We have read ‘Yucky Worms’ by Vivian 

French and have been on minibeast hunts.  

Some of us even held worms! We have 

continued to observe our caterpillars as 

they have begun spinning their chrysalis’.  

We followed instructions to make paper   

ladybirds and wrote sentences to describe 

minibeasts.  The children who use PECs 

have become confident at using them to 

say which animals they can hear whilst 

playing sound lotto games.  We hope you 

have a lovely half term break.   
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Silver Class To complete our Learning      

Enquiry about ‘Wings and Wheels’ we looked at 
the artist Megan Coyle and created a piece of art 
work in her style by cutting coloured paper to make    
collages. We chose to collage something that flies. We 
have realised that not everything that flies has wings 
such as hot air balloons, parachutes and kites.  During 
attention autism we observed a Lego man parachute 
and had a go at making our own. We also followed     
instructions from a packet to made a glider which we    
enjoyed  flying across the classroom ! We evaluated our 
model vehicles, showing them to each other and        
indicating what improvements we could make. One idea 
for improvement was to add alarm systems and       
cameras. We took turns to roll our model vehicles down 
a ramp.  In maths we have been learning to double and 
half numbers and  objects. During phonics we have 
been revising all the sounds we know.  We have made 
some fantastic progress.  



Pine Class (Year 3 & 4)  
Another great week from Pine Class. We have 
been using English lessons to round off our 
Learning Enquiry. Children started by picking 
the pilot who they think had the biggest impact 
on flight. They then wrote biographies based on 
their chosen pilot, explaining the impact they had 
on flight. In Maths, we have been revising     
reading bar charts, angles and types of line.              
The children have also continued to make great 
progress with their Times Tables. Make sure you 
are continuing to practise over half term.              
The Class thoroughly enjoyed their last          
gymnastics lesson and have spent the term          
learning more complex movements. Over this 
week, we concluded our DT project. The Class 

were extremely proud of the final product 
and have shown great resilience to          
complete their brush monster. I hope you 
all have a great half term and look          
forward to seeing you all in a week’s 
time.  

Willow Class (Year 5 & 6) Another week full of exciting learning opportunities. On Monday, as 

part of our Learning Enquiry ‘Wings and Wheels’, we were delighted to welcome Mrs. Morrissette 

(one of our parents) to class for a virtual presentation all about her fascinating job as an aerospace 

engineer and we enjoyed some great input linked to the forces of flight. On Friday, we took part in 

an online quiz to round off this term’s  Learning Enquiry. We have had a very busy week on our  

model cars in Design and Technology, they are looking great . We then had great fun when we 

raced the cars. Year 6 have really shown what they have achieved this year during    

assessments and Year 5 have completed a timeline of flight and a biography of           

Leonardo da Vinci. We have completed our final English writing  based on ‘The Jamie 

Drake Equation’ by Christopher Edge with a report back to Jamie from BZZZ about life on 

Tau Ceti. Well done Willows and enjoy a restful break. 

Gold Class  
What a fantastic last week of term for Gold Class. In English, we had a focused look at using 
speech marks, and finished our story, ‘Leaf’ by Sandra Dieckmann, summarising the key points 
of the story.  In Learning Enquiry, we looked at the key skills that are needed to be a pilot and 
practiced them to earn pilot training certificates! In DT we evaluated our amazing brush monsters.          
We finished off using Turtle Logo in computing by changing the colour of the pen, and using the pen up 
and pen down command to make patterns. In RE, we looked at Christian Aid Week and what people need 
to survive.  In PE we played a big game of rounders to show off our practiced skills.                                                      
Well done Gold Class, have a well deserved rest! 

Aspen Class (Year 4 & 5) 
A great end to term 5. 
This week, in English and Learning Enquiry, 
we have been creating a timeline which 
details lots of key events in our ‘Wings and Wheels 
‘Learning Enquiry.  We have written about the       
significant individuals who have shaped our         
exploration of flying. 
We also had an amazing online session with             
Mrs Morrisette who told us all about her job        
designing planes as an aerospace engineer.  It was 
fascinating.   
During maths lessons, we have continued to        
investigate fractions.  We have also been practising 
our times tables daily. 
We are in the final stages of completing our moving 
cars and are really excited about testing them. We 
rounded the week off with a fun ‘Wings and 
Wheels’ themed  quiz. 

Platinum Class  This week we have focused on completing our ‘Wings and Wheels’ 

Learning Enquiry.  We have completed, adapted, raced and evaluated our motorised       

vehicles, we ‘zoomed’ with an aerospace engineer, we learnt about space flight and       

revisited some of our learning to prepare for the online quiz which everyone participated in 

enthusiastically.  In Music the children did a fabulous performance in class on the Djembe 

Drums, whilst in PE played a rounders match after honing our throwing, catching and rolling 

skills over the last few weeks and generally enjoyed some sunnier weather on the 

playground.  Have a lovely half term break Platinum and we look forward to lots of 

new learning in Term 6.  

A positive difference, everyday, everyone                                                          


